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Abstract: Our paper at the 19th IEEE International Conference on Software Architecture (ICSA 2022) started by noticing that Software Architecture (SA) as research area experienced an increase in empirical research. Empirical research builds a sound foundation for validity and comparability. A current overview of the evaluation and replicability of SA research objects could help to discuss our empirical standards as a community. However, no current overview existed. We assessed the current state of practice of evaluating SA research objects and replication artifact provision in full technical conference papers from ICSA and the European Conference on Software Architecture (ECSA) 2017–2021. We first developed a categorization schema for SA research object evaluation and artifact provisioning. In a systematic literature review with 153 papers, we then classified the papers according to that schema. From our findings we derive and describe four proposals for improving the state of practice in evaluating SA research objects.
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Motivation: Software Architecture (SA) as research area experienced an increase in empirical research [GW16], which can be considered important for the validity and comparability. Our paper [Ko22] creates an overview of the evaluation and replicability of SA research objects to help discussing our empirical standards as a community.

Research Method: We categorized SA research w.r.t. their evaluation and replicability and created an overview of the current state of practice in evaluating SA research. Therefore, we created a classification schema for the validation of SA research evaluations and conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) of 153 full technical papers published at ECSA and ICSA from 2017 to 2021. We discussed our findings and presented proposals for improvement.

Findings: Although there are valid reasons for not publishing replication packages, our results indicate that improvements of generalizability and repeatability of evaluations could enhance the field’s maturity. We summarize the answers to our research questions as follows:

RQ 1: What is the distribution of research objects and their evaluation and how did their proportions change over time? SA research at the ECSA and ICSA is quite diverse w.r.t. research objects with a focus on analysis and design methods (33% of research objects).
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Case studies and technical experiments are the dominating evaluation methods. Most (58%) evaluation methods are used to measure exactly one quality. We see that neither research objects nor evaluation methods heavily changed in the past five years with a trend to more artifact provisioning since 2019.

**RQ 2: How are specific research objects evaluated and how accessible are their evaluation artifacts?** The most prominent way of evaluation in the investigate papers is to measure the functional suitability and performance using technical experiments and case studies. The human-centered practice architecture decision making is mostly evaluated with human-centered evaluation methods: interviews and focus groups. Few comparative methods, like benchmarks, are used. Overall, we see no clear agreement on which properties should be evaluated for specific research objects or which methods to use for specific properties.

**RQ 3: Which guidelines are used for evaluation?** 17% of the papers reference evaluation guidelines. 14% reference guidelines for threats to validity. The two most-referenced guidelines in both categories describe how to conduct and report case studies and how to describe their threats to validity. Overall, we can observe that guidelines are not systematically referenced in the investigated papers.

**Conclusion:** We derive and describe four proposals for improving the state of practice in evaluating SA research objects: (P1) to foster the generalizability of evaluation results, (P2) to develop more benchmarks to compare approaches, (P3) to foster the provision of replication packages, and (P4) to build guidelines for what and how to evaluate, and which threats to validity should be discussed for these methods. Researchers can use our results to identify recommendations on relevant properties and methods for evaluation and to find reusable artifacts to compare their approaches with existing research. Reviewers can use our results to compare the evaluation and replicability of submissions with the state of the practice.

**Data Availability:** We provide a replication package\(^5\) with the tabulated and visualized review data, a BibTeX file with all papers considered, scripts for summarizing and visualizing, and a copy of a wiki that was used for collaboration of the reviewers in our SLR. All investigated papers are listed online\(^6\).
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